Morning Arrival

● 7:30 a.m. doors open
  ○ 6th Grade - Media Center
  ○ 7th Grade - Locker Forum
  ○ 8th Grade - Gym - Any connected seats will be labeled to help students maintain distancing
● 7:45 a.m. Students go to homerooms
Transitions

- Traffic Flow signage
- Staggered Class change
- Water filling stations available only
- Spacing signage for students and staff
Lunch

- Staggered Seating
- Decrease number of students during lunch service
- Social Distancing in serving line
- Adjustment of serving line to allow for social distancing
- Plexy guards on serving lines
Restrooms

- Monitored by staff
- Limited number of students allowed in restrooms during transitions
Classrooms

- Staff wear masks if not social distancing
- Maximum desk spacing between students
- No shared class materials
- Hand sanitizing stations will be in all classrooms
- Lockers will not be assigned to students
- No shared hall passes
- Non-essential furniture has been removed
Dismissal

- Bus Riders
  - Students will be released by grade level which is a change in previous years. This will decrease the number of students in the halls to load busses.
Dismissal

- Car Rider
  - Dismissed from classes as parents arrive in the car rider line
  - All staff will monitor students in the classrooms to maintain social distancing
  - Teachers will assist in loading students into cars once they arrive at the car rider line.
Thank you!